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a"r titie
W* is concerned with the role of syntax in the licensing of sluicing in

English. It amends and provides new support for a proposal made byEeni* Rudin (2019)

in which syntax plays a crucial but circumscribed rolgl/tbrucial in that antecedents are

required; circumscribed in that matching with an antecedent holds only with respect to a

proper subpart of the elided clause* its argumental core.
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I Introduction

It seems undeniable that semantic and pragmatic lactors (especially those involving the
")'

interplay among fbcus, givennes{and relevance) play a central role in the licensing ol'...
f,,l,r :.. :.r.Foxi4til,

ellipsis (see, 
ffinsta{roetfi_ancredi 

lggz,Rooth lggli. l0+l3,rHeim 1997;grHardt 1999,

@x-+999j Merchant 2001, 2018). Whether or not there is a role for syntax seems less

clear. That said, there exists a stubborn body of evidence suggesting that, for ellipses of

the sluicing type at least, a purely formal condition of syntactic isomorphisrn is also

required. Sluicing is possible, it seems, only if an antecedent phrase can be identified in

the local discourse context whose syntactic composition parallels, in certain respects, that

of the clause to be elided. The observations *Srh suggest this conclusion center

principally or exclusively on argument structure parallelism: sluicing can proceed only if

there is an antecedent constituent in the local discourse context whose argument structure

matches point for point the argument structure of the targeted clause. In particular, the two

must be parallel with respect to voice and with respect to the fine detail of certain
].elti,:'. .t .l, y'.i)(,' i'1,,'1't:1,..' I

(semantically vacuous) selectional properties (Levin 1982, ChungrSt-ati 1995, 2011,
il

Merchant 2005, Chung 2006,2013, Lasnik and Funakoshi 201f, Anand, Hardt, and

McCloskey 2021).

The empirical gener ahzations

challenged, as far as we know, and their validity has been further confirmed in the

large-scale corpusl"study reported on in Anand, Hardt, and McCloskey 2021. Nor has

there been to date a successful reistatement of those generalizations in norubyntactic

terms, as far as we are aware.

The conclusions those generalizations suggest, however, seem to be at odds with an
'"i :li

equally substantial body of evidence Sl{ieh documents striking mismatches in other

aspects of clausal structure between the elided clause in a sluicing construction and its

f.
'a ,'t t
rt r,!.

!+Srell support these theoretical claims have not been

o
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apparent antecedent. These are mismatches, both formal and interpretive, in dimensions
')

such as tense, modalitl and polarity, among others (Fiengo and May 1994, Merchant

2001, Yoshida 20l0,LKroll and Rudin 2018: Kroll 2016, 2019)Rudin 2019, Vicente 2019,

de Vries z)2},Anand, Hardt, and McCloskey 2021, Landau i'iOZZly:Such findings make

it difficult to maintain that sluicing is subject to a requirement of morphosyntactic

isomorphism across the entire elided constituent, even though the observations about

argument structure parallelism suggest the need for just such a requirement.

pen'i-4 Rudin (2019), building on earlier suggestions by pandr{ Chung (2013), proposes

a resolution of this apparent paradox by linking the formal condition on sluicing with

contemporary conceptions of how clauses are composed. The border between the domain

in which parallelism requirements are imposed and those in which they are not,!

corresponds exactly to the border between tnefnrst phas{ (in Ramchand'12008p'term) of

clausal composition"* that concerned with the syntactic expression of argument structur!;.

and later phases. Rudin proposes that the morphosyntactic isomorphism requirement 
.

,(, .)] n:"tIJI'
inspects only [first phasei material, which he identifies with the syntactic category ue.

This is why argument structure is subject to such stringent matching requirements in

sluicing, while other aspects of clause structure are not.

In this Bsper we extend and modify Rudin's proposal. First, we present several new
th*t

bodies of evidence, based on small clause and copular structures, lvhicla further support

the general approach of restricting parallelism requirements to a subdomain of the

structure elided. We show, in addition, that this new evidence requires a generalized

ilre:
notion of the parallelism domain $,\i€h cannot be captured by reference to a particular

syntactic category; we provide instead a definition that incorporates both syntactic and

semantic criteria. Finally, we demonstrate that this more general definition allows us to

capture a certain class of copular pseudo.sluices, in the process modifying Rudin's

definition of isor-norphism in crucial ways.
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)

We deal only with English, but our claims are intended to be general; hopefullyo further

investigation will test and refine those clairns beyond English.

(, 2 Small Antecedents

L
V

Among the new phenomena brought to light in the corpus,;lnnotation project describedhy i,

Anand, Hardt, and McCloskey (2021) *prc instances of sluicing in which an antecedent
t.

for the sluice can be readily identified but in which that antecedent consists only of a

('small clauseli The three examples in (1), all involving small clause complements to
i]

perception verbs, are typicalll

(l)fa. l;l The bodies were discovered just before 1 a.m. when an employee of the shop

happened to drive by, noticed flights still on] almost three hours after closing

time and went inside to see why. 1720821

"When you see me [smiling on the weekend], you'll know why." [96338]

It remains to be seen if the.gg..y candidates can crawfish away from previous

environmental positions quickly enough to keep the environment from becoming

a wedge issue. So next time you see [a Republican planting a tree], you don't

have to ask why. [14t467]

For these examples, the antecedents indicated by square brackets in (1) were identified,

along with the paraphrases in t2[

b.

c.

(2fl

The noteworthy characteristic of such examples is that the only structure shared between

ia.
I

i

lb.
I

I

lc.

Vg
I
L
E
{

I

I
I
I

t
I

and went inside to see why [ights were still on]

you'll know why [I'm smiling]

. . you don't have to ask why [that Republican is planting a tree]
#)*"

, l';
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*
V

the ellipsis site and the antecedent context is the small clause. However, if the syntactic

and semantic composition of the elided clause, in its pre-ellipsis, state, must proceed as it
"{i-"

would in the absence of ellipsis, that clause, in examples like (|), must include at least the

verbJo be and, a specification of tense and/or modality (whv lights stilL on is not a

well-formed question in English). In the antecedent context, however, the small clause is
{ ftt&*

the complement of a perception verb{and the g }ohi.t most immediately includes the

small clause includes the perception verb and its associated higher functional structure.

None of this material figures in the clause elided by sluicing. Such cases, then, seem to

pose a substantial challenge for any condition of syntactic identity calculated for the entire

elided constituentS'

While we believe that these annotation decisions were comect, the examples in (l)

involve perception verb complements, which have a number of special properties. In

addition, a reviewer points out that these examples could possibly be construed as

non.isomorphic sluices p as having, that is, pre-ellipsis structures involving copula clauses
:, ::

of one kind or another.-1an interpretation Whicti is perhaps more plausible fbr (la) than for. Ar ^

fhe-other twot The interaction with sluicing we see in (1) is not, however, restricted to
'.:'

such cases. Small clauses of various types occur in a wide range of contexts, and when we

examine the behavior of sluicing in such contexts, the same conclusions emerge as are

suggested by (l). We return to the general issue of honlisomorphicf sources for sluices inl. ^ t.
:": li..' ,',

the final-seetion of the paper,i where we show how they can be integrated into the general

theoretical framework defended here. Having such a framework in place will in turn

hopefully give us a better sense than we have at present for when it is appropriate to

appeal to such sources and when it is not. For now, consider the examples in (3)$

(3),,:a. .. I want this junk out of here. I don't care when, but I want it out of here at some

point.

g

w

&*
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b. We made all of our employees contribute money to the campaign, but we didn't

specify how much.

c. coNTExr: You are discussing with a colleague what the course requirements are

in your graduate introduction to syntox. You say:

I have the students write a series of literature-reviews. How many is up to them,

but each student has to have written at least 20,000 words by the end of the

quarter.

d. Wheeler still considers early treatment appropriate in some cases. The next

question on his team's research agenda is: Under what conditions?

e. With the campaign on holdil-and who knows for how long;"Biden is left

without any regular way to make his case to the electorate.

It is clearly possible to have aismall clause-internal merge site for when in (3a) Gs in

When clo you want this junk n'rt of here?),but the **nirur"i, clotn't care n iintl *o.* ,r,i
r 0.,'h/

junk oltt of hera
A/'.

paraphrased AS don't care u,lren tlis junk MODAL get out o.f he The term MoDAL here

identifies cases (which are extremely numerous) in which the interpretation of the elided

clause contains a modal of vague or ambiguous force or flavor (see Anand, Hardt, and

McCloskey 202I for discussion of such cases). 
1,}

Similarly in (3b), the interpretation of the sluice is nottfrVe diht't spectfil' hov, rttuch w,e
..r ;, ir j.l "r ,.

made our entployees c:ontribute to the cantpaiSrj;.but rather/something along the lines ofi

is bizarre and is at odds with the actual interpretation - which can be

where crucial properties of'we didn't spet:ify how nut:h our ernplo))ees MODAL contriuu$
{'i"r g

the modal are once again under+determined
i,.

but appropriate to6context. Equally clearly, the

meaning of the elided clause in (3c) does not include the embedding causative verb have
,, 'd

or its external argument; if it did, the interpretation would be the bizarret'fhow ntan-y-

:
reviews I hat,e them write is up to themf. (3d) involves an adjectival small clausefand once

flrhrfi\ _.,

t
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{'tt'Y
again it is crucial that neither the verb *F"h selects that small clause (cortsider) nor its

external argument (Wheeler) be part of the elided content. The question that the research

team will investigate has to do with the conditions under which early treatment might be

appropriate, not the conditions under which Wheeler might come to have some opinion.

(3e perhaps clearest of all, involving, as it does, an absolute phrase headed by a
drl*d

use of witl, *vhiah selects a verbless small clause (see,
/' 

iti 'ij

i

for instancq Ishihara I?SZ). In A

while, the shared small clause as its predicational

$,

case such as this, it is inconceivable that the item *hibh selects the small clause
tj

(presumably with) could be part of the elided content+and there seems to be no candidate

rp at all in the antecedent context whose content could match that of the clause elided

under sluicing. that is once agaln, the antecedent context and the

elided clause is the small clause itself (the campaign on hold). course,

includes other elements: at least a circumstantial possibility modal with future orientation

(something hke might or could or wiLL). But that element has no counterpart anywhere in

the antecedent context$

All of these cases have a similar character. In each, the only structure shared between

the discourse context and the elided material is a small clause, which denotes a property of
{hmi

eventualities. The predicate frry embeds that small clause in the antecedent context,

along with its external argument (if there is one), plays no role in the interpretation of the

ellipsisinor does any functional structur" #-#, appears above that embedding predicate.

f,t. clause elided by mean

(
J

V'

core, butli assuming it is subject to the same structurer,building and selectional restrictions

as overt materialAthe rest of its extended projection has no counterpart at all (matching or
f*

nontmatching) in the antecedent context. That extended projection includes both

semantically potent items, such as those expressing modality and/or tense, and elements

often thought to lack semantic content, such as the copula. The meaning of the unmatched

functional material is undedspecified but appropriate to the discourse contexfl,l
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These observations are in harmony with the general thrust of Rudin's (2019) proposals,

since they reinfbrce the surprising conclusion that, if there actually is a requirement of

syntactic antecedence in sluicing, it must hold only over a proper subpart of the elided

clause and not of its entirety. As it now stands, however, Rudin's r;rlf.*f isomorphism
l::.l: -,' ' lt' d lj;'

condition does not actually allow these cases. In thefsectiorl'rf*hieh-{ol.lows3 a revision of
\ ., . J' '.;: r; . .r .

ith,ht condition is developed whiclt covers both the cases that originally motivated it and the

results of the present discussion. With the amended condition in hand, we then consider
:,

two additional phenomena *vhich also pred fall into place theoretically.

$J 3 The Isomorphism Condition

i

Rudin's (2019) proposals make explicit reference to the syntactic category

,,l1

!"
i

L'P, enforcing
:

strict identity within its limits but allowing formal and,interpretive mismatches in higher
!

regions of the extended projection. In revising and extending tpe condition in light of the
i

new observations made here, we need, then, a theoretical concept Fhieh will bring

together under a single rubric small clauses of various types and the maximal verbal

projection within a clause. Given that a major theme of research on small clauses, at least

since the 19801s, has been their close kinship with the thematic core of a full verbal

clausei6 this is hardly a revolutionary move. We are dealing in all cases with bare
, ' ':

predicational complexes;phrases I'vfieh include a lexical head (verbal, prepositional,

adjectiva[ or nominal) in composition with all of its arguments, external and internal. Call
l" r!

this an 'argument domain'.

One might then frame this definition in purely syntactic terms. In a very influential line

of research initiated by $ohd Bowers (1993), small clauses and lverb phrasesl are taken to

be maximal projections of a functional head*priEo; that head is assumed to mediate the
:.'

composition of a predicative expression (the complement of _p+Eo) with a Dp which i". ,

i

vq
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1v

saturates it (the specifier of PRED). Working within that tradition, one would simply
il :.1

identify an 'argument domain' as an instance of pnrpp.

prd Matushansky (2018), however, argues that appeal to such a head is unnecessary

and unwelcome in contemporary contexts; she maintains that the independent arguments

for the existence of such a head are weak. Reasonable theories of semantic composition

do not require the mediation of a syntactic head for the final compositional step in the

building of a small clause, while on the syntactic side, the transition from X-Bar Theory to

Bare Phrase Structure means that a head may host multiple specifiers. The subject of the

small clause can therefore be taken to occupy the outermost specifier position of the

predicate itself. The need to postulate a p{iep head thus drops away and the category of

the small clause is that of its predicate",f"as was argued to be necessary by Stowell (1981)

on the basis of selectional distinctions not easily captured in a 3Pb1 framework (Stowell

1981, 1983, 1995). On this view, there is no unifying syntactic category to which all small

clauses belong;
*$,'* 

i;t'rtarguretdqrct!" in be as

simple as identifying a syntactic category to which it corresponds. Matushansky urges

". l,
instead that argument domains (including small clauses) be viewed as43-ls phich result

from the last thematic merge to the extended projection of a lexical head (v, f, P, or N).
':"-

We build on this intuition in proposing the definition in (4);,y_e_will in turn,rargue in

section 5 that our resulting system can furnish an indirect argument against 3$nDe based

on the isomorphism condition for ellipsis.'7;

(4) GUMENT DOMAIN

is the argument domain of an extended projection B if and only if it is the
'l

most inclusive projection in n thieh denotes a property of eventualities (is of
:; f'

type <e, r> ).

;"1,i:1- 
i: 

.0' I

.{."-.

fr)
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&'

ir ..:l

The assumptions central to (4) are standard. The concept of fextended projection| is the

familiar one, which originates with Grimshaw 2005 and which undergirds a great deal of

current research on clausal syntax. We assume in particular that an extended projection r
is a sequence of heads (whose order is fixed, at least for a particular language), each of

which projects the complement of its immediate predecessor. The initial members of E are
:

functional (close$class) heads, but its final element is a lexical (operlclass) head * the
,] d

t'main verb! in a standard verbal clause in English. Much of what we think of as clausal
I

syntax (case, agreement, movement, constituent order, interpretation) is determined by

combinatorial properties of the items p$e.h constitute B. It is a crucial property of this

conception that the final element in the sequence r be an open-class head (or perhaps an

acategorial root preceded by a categorizing head) whose selectional properties determine

the argumental core of the clause (on this, see Grimshaw 2005i,7 and especially Williams

2009).

The definition in (4) also presupposes an event-based semantics of a now familiar kind,

including the idea that verbal phrases denote properties of eventualities, as do small

clauses. The compositional process then results in a shift in semantic type when
,i

functional elements uUoGt it. i,rfiomain (aspect, polarity, tense, modalqand so on) are..fi i'

folded in. The definition in (4) picks out the largest such constituent and so captures
1L'i,

Matushansky's intuition that small clauses (andplsolg) are the result of the final thematic

?erge. 
Consider, by way of illustration, the three examples in 15 

jf"

(5)l,ia. ,ismith might have I r expected a promotion j.'I
i

iU. rThey must really want I this stutT out of here ].
!

il
ic. iThere must have been I three thousand people on that march ].

The definition in (4) picks out the bracketed constituents in (5) as argument domains. In
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JA)
(5a), the extended projection terminates with the main verb expect and yp is the largest

.onlri,u.r, orbo. 1r, rJ[,iiirin that extended projection- In (5b) ano t5c)r1rr. *or,
ti:t t L

inclusive extended projection terminates with the verbs Wpieh select small clause

complements (want in (5b), main verb be in(5c)); the lower extended projection (selected

by the final element of the first) consists of the small clause itself and, since it too is of

type <€, t>,it is an argument domain by (4). In cases such as (5b) and (5c), then, the

extended projection of the small clause is coterminous with its argument domain.

With this *u:l in place, what we need in order to capture the observations made so far
!; ,,"".

is a condition tvlieh demands strict isomorphism between the argument domain of a

clause targeted for elision by sluicing and a matching constituent accessible in the local

,. discourse context. We define that condition in (6),!,Given that the presence or absence of
f , .),;

particular lexical items (selected
t

licensing calculus, (6) follows a

MS, Wasow t972, Williams 1977, and especially Fiengo and May 1994) in requiring

between an argument domain and its antecedent both token-identity of lexical items and

parallel composition.

#rt

V

r!#l*tu

h
[ffi

prepositions;-for instance) seems to be crucial in the
i34fi,

long tradition (including at least Ross 1967 1,5.1:C p

(6) SYNTACTIC ISOMORPHISM CONDITION

S4 ....

The tplcomplement of wu-c may be elided only if the lowest head in its
: '1i , ' i, :,

b.

extended projection projects or selects an argument domain XP

condition in b.; 
'

which meets the

tu) There is a phrase vp in the discourse context, such that for each pair of heads <a,

b> in ,ff,the set of heads targeted for elision in Xt, there is a pair of heads .oi ,')
b'> rn yp such that:

(i), r-dxrcer- IDENTITv: a and a' are tokens of the same lexical item, b and bt

are tokens of the same lexical item, and

.q

.l
Igrt c*[
$*Fp{c,,-

l

I

fl

fi

I

J,

v
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sTRUCTURIT tnnNitty: the path in.xp between c and b is the same as

the path in vt betw een a' and bt.

(6) formally captures the intuition that elided material and antecedent must be formed

from the same set of lexical choices composed in the same mannei? Rs restricted by its

first clause, it correctly permits all of the cases considered by Rudin (in which the elided
r"- il^*li t

v-p is matched by a vP in the antecedent), but crucially it will also be satisfied when the

argument domain is a small clause, as in the cases considered in the previous section.

S:h o u:*

qun $t
(iih

V

#
V

Example (3e), for instance, has the schematic structure Feen in afi

/:
(7) fi With [xp the campaign on holdJt' and who knows for how long ltlr*- i:;irrtil;ir,:.*

1 ;t ii i 1: .:
aaa

Here, the elided clause contains an argument domain - the small clause headed by the

preposition on and selected by main verb be. Because it is selectedby be, this small clause

is in turn the complement of the final element of the higher extended projection (ly). It
it. j c.'

also has B$-an appropriately matching constituent in the immediate discourse contextf-. the

small clause complement of witlt. The condition in (6) is thereby satisfied. Note that this

proposal allows us to capture the presence of an unmatched copular verb in the elision site

via precisely the same logic that Rudin ur.r 
l:,:ulture 

the presence of the unmatched

MoDAL element, and we thus predict that celnin'irs (but not argument domains) may

mismatch between antecedent and elided clause. We return to the ramifications of this

flexibility shortly. 
)

In the case of (8a), the structure is roughly as in (8b)1

f*-**-.-,{-

f

W f,&ro*gn*

#e(f,, I n {'#5*n$

I ike d*l iE- 6ool*

bt ack, ?le*se

f si t o w r;' Jsrd f,dc'h,1#

$i tt rf mr, r'fl

rt f ffs$&r#.

rgr

" I have the students

[cp how many i i :r,

(8) a. write a series of literature-reviews. How many is up to theffr,,

l.!',ir,,' ,it;itlr,,i'ii:., :ir,ii I i .j ',, i i , i,, tr,!'l'li,;.: i' iij iS Up tO themr,i'i.ftl b.

rs rFl'o

ii"'
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Here, the argument domain of the elided clause is the vP and there is an appropriately

lo,V isomorphic yP rn the antecedent - the complement of causative have":l9tYP

{q}

v'

In (9)., hetowt we articulate (8) a bit more closely. The argument domains in each clause
t'li'i:ii. r , " 6!'n.Y,,,,:i:

are bounded by rectangles, and the heads within each,that correspond are underlined,

while those outside of the argument domain are marked in gray (we also mark the f u ,

phrase and its correlate in gray).

r(4)

.i,:i

YP

, &,tl r#m

. Sof{pa,;

vl

DP

p)$ -

I

T

itfi cidr'

I in i*4

the students v act VP

write DP

DPr

,., ,,,. ' '''"' ,l'',. ,, : : l, ",, DPZ Tt

the students

TP

t/

VPV etc't

write t 1

ffil

$f),-""*\,
ffiffiu

YP

&

I
n

l

I

-l
I{
g

I
I

I

I

t
I

CP

A
t2

YP

iirt,,',-l},--  ..
4'1
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(8a), then, with the structure and interpretation indicated in (8b), satislies the syntactic

matching condition of (6). The ultimate well-formedness of such examples will then turn

on whether conditions governing givenness, relevance to a OuBi discourse coherence'and
l.t

so on are satisfied with respect to the (entire) elided clause in its discourse context.
j j , (tt

Mismatches in voice, however, have no path to well-formedness. Eor an example Iike
i't

(10);

& (10) ',' xAll the rules around here have changed, but I just can't work out who.

j.r 
; i,

it is difficult to see what pragmatic considerations might be sufficient to explain the degree

of felt ill-formedness. In such a case, however, there will be no way to meet the

isomorphism condition in (6). Within the elided clause, the argument domain, according

to the definition in (4), must be the transitive structure built aroun d change'l-it is the
.t,i,-,:

largest subipart of the extended projection F}":h is of type <e, t>.It will necessarily then
it',i'l

include the transitive-causative light verb tvhio{r inffoduces the agent-causer argument.

But the only available matching constituent ir'un unu..usative structure wiisi by the
li ",,", 

r

same reasoning, must include the unaccusative light verb wlhich introduces no external
)

argument. These are distinct lexical items;and matching fails at the level of lexical identity.

By exactly similar reasoning, active-passive mismatches such as that in (lla)i'

t-
I
1

{

L

t

Y

(11)
I

{u.m*[,J{
ib. {tt'tr

's important to establish when he was robbed and, more important, who.

's important to establish when he was robbed and, more important, who

robbed him.

will fail on syntactic grounds, no matter how well they fare with respect to a condition

grounded in semantic or pragmatic concerns"- the argument domain within the elided
I

clause must contain the transitive light verb, which is crucially distinct from the light verb

:i,. t ', j' I )

9
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il

which is ehar-aeterlstie" of passive.struetur€s,,'

It is natural, in the context of (6), to assume that the terminal nodes of the ellipsis site
f:

are marked for noriipronunciation in the phonological component (see Bennett, El[er, and

McCloskey 2019 for references and arguments). In the context of multiioccurrence
l ii i"'

theories of movement, it is also natural to assume that only phrases Whr€I-r are fully
(! )1

contained in the ellipsis site are so marked. A phrase is in turn ffully containedl within a

constituent o if and only if all of its occurrences are within a. Material raised out of the

constituent targeted for ellipsis will not be so markediand (6) will have no jurisdiction over

them. As a consequence, they will not be required to have a counterpart,ln the antecedent

argument domain. This is the basis for what has been termed fsproutingY , instances of-rl
sluicing where the remnant rtr-ir-phrase lacks a syntactic correlate in the (apparent)

antecedent TP (in Rudin's account, which assumes that movement involves distinct objects

connected in a chain, tails and intermediate members of chains are not subject to identity

restrictions).1r1, The familiar contrasts related to sprouted 
E.BIs 

in (12) then fall into place.
V

{*

(t2) They
'

They

:*They

a.

b.

iL

re furious but it's unclear at who(m)

re furious but it's unclear who at.

re furious but it's unclear who.

,r-
In (l2althe y at wholi,having undergone fn-movement, is not fully contained within

the ellipsis ,il" unA is therefore not marked for elision and is not subject to the

requirements of (6). The fact that it has no counterpart in the antecedent context therefore

does not count against it. If (12b) involves pied-piping and a subsequent internal

rdiordering, the calculation of well-formedness proceeds exactly as in the case of (tZill3

In (l2c), however, there is an item within the argument domain of the elided clause
t,"

It
V

(namely the possibly semantically vacuous preposition cr) yhich has no counterpart in
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tfi
V,

,;.

any argument domain in the local discourse contextpnd the example has no path to

well-formedness. This combination of assumptions.thus yields an account of what has
1.1 ,,:

been called Chung's Generalization (Chung 2006,iChung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey 20IL).

Bnung.ZOf3-)+ the observation that a preposition can be stranded in a sluicing ellipsis site

only if it is matched in the antecedent by an identical preposition in an identical web of

syntactic relations),,f

4 Stranded Prepositions
Lr'\.rC"'\-r,r\a.\., -,* \,-,,,''\.-1,

This combination of assumptions also now gives rise to new expectations. Since formal

isomorphism is required only within the argument domain, non+argument prepositional
f:i) , 

.;

phrases merged above yp should be free of any matching requirement. We therefore

expect to encounter (if all other conditions are met) well-formed exceptions to Chung's

Generalization for noniargu-ent prepositional phrases.

The annotation project described earlier (Anand, Hardt, and McCloskey 2021)

unearthed a range of examples of exactly this type. In these cases (17 in all). annotators
lil.i:

postulated a stranded preposition within a sluiced clause fHie-h lacks any counterpart in

the antecedent clause. All such cases involve non-argument-marking prepositions. (13)

and (14) present some representative examples (for embedded and root sluices,

respectively).

rJt,)

(13)"','a [i "The board believes that a 'one-size-fits-all' approach to financial market

regulation is inappropriate," Phillips said. 'A particular market's characteristics

determine whether government regulation is necessary, and if so, what form
dr

Jfr,lr''*r'::nt**t rr:ga;liitic* ir irrci:ss*ir {x li' [138195]

When the officer asked me about her, I remembered meeting her but I couldn't

say what date { I ttti'f lrrl i. }}i i. tF38l

b. P

I

ej
I

I

i

l

+
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Decker was weaned in the world of investing by his father, who had also been a

mutual fund manager. (Decker won't say which firm iirit il.ill:':r' h;iii l-.,':'-,;i ;i

:'ir*l.r:;ri {'*zt-t.1t'ut;.,*tt#*rr ,i'l l). 1899321

,j,

a. :if 'Hey, you work at Salomon? I have a friend who works at Salomon.'].('Really?

What group f i:*t'\ I l{.\l ilr,"'uri t'rirk ir{ .\;il*srrt:i} tl ]?'r [105278]

b. "Particularly when Jim, Pete, Andre and I play, it doesn't matter where, what

surface l.IirLr. iir:lr"r^ ;lrrrlr',: :rrtil I plt.l {rs }," he said of Sampras, Agassi and Jim

Courier. [ 199s 04-12373]

c "The first thing he said was so interesting that [he thought it was a period

piece]," Scardino recalled. "I said 'What period f tL: v+u tl*r:1, rt i- ii g:i1'''1'

l'i.,;,rii',,,i !?' He said, 'Nineteen ninety-ot1e." ' [ 1 es67 6]

Of the 17 examples discovered, lwo were judged to be less than fully acceptable by the

annotation team ((lac) was one of thos.ffi judged to be ofy*.oiu*f acceptab i I ity )

This complex of facts falls within the range of understanding given the proposals

developed here. The extremely sharl 
lgntrast 

between the examples of (13) and (14) on

the one hand and those, like (15), W$cn originally motivated Chung's Generalization,

provides dramatic confirmation of the divide #p-4, in the calculus of antecedence for

sluicing, separates the argument domain from other aspects of clausal organization.

C

ru,
r
l
I
I
I

I
t
I
l

t
sI

I
I

I
I
l

I
I

I
f

{

t
I

I
liI
I

(1 4),

I
!
b-

[,,5)Ea. w

oFL lo I

*He is very loyal, but I don't know who.

*The gN is transforming itself, but what remains unclear.

If the Isomorphism Condition is a hard constraint, the full unacceptability of cases like
iI': -:

(15) is understood, as demonstrated earlier. Examples such as those in (13) and (14), by

contrast, pass muster with respect to the isomorphism condition since it is not at allv

ffi"

n
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concerned with material outside the argument domain. Such examples however will

inevitably involve movements tiom within noniargument LPIJ, movements that will give
({t.r,!:tofi*. :":L 

,:.

rise to characteristically weak Adjunct Islandlviolations of the kind seen in (16[

( 16X; a.

b.

c.

d.

form is governrnent regulation necessary in?

date did you meet her on?

group does your friend work at Wells Fargo in?

period do you think this is a piece from?

{4
V

If sluicing then applies to such structures, we should expect that the island-amnestying

effect (Ross 1969, Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey 1995, Merchant 2001, among many

others) should be in play, reducing the felt degree of unacceptability. Our understanding

of how the island amelioration effect for sluicing interacts with the (already weak)adjunct

island condition remains limited, but it seems reasonable to expect that such examples
at -.,

shouldbe found in natural settings (unlike those in (15)), thatthey shouldbe interpretable,

and that they should not be judged fully acceptable or fully unacceptable by all speakers

on all occasions. This seems to be exactly what we observe in the existence and status of

examples like those in (13) and (14).

We take it to be a strong argument in favor of the proposal in (6) that it provides a way

of understanding such a complex array of facts, and in particular that it provides an

understanding of the extremely stark contrast between the ways in which argument er't
% 

- ::iv

and adjunctj{r behave under sluicing$

A 5 Yet Smaller Antecedents
'-.*4/\r' "-'&o"'\

Finally, there is a third new prediction to explore.

The treatment of sprouting in (6) interacts with the treatment of small clauses adopted

.,,'?what

?What

?What

?What

ffi
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earlier in a very particular way. Consider structures like ( l7), involving small clause
/'

complements to b8L

/ti,$'
L"- S i*$'?'"'-''

, be n[r.
{,tl g rdr

DP XP

b. There were [sc people on that march l
V

A
C Two thousand people were / on that march ].

w

a.
\.r/fr

t
f
c

t
I

I
t

,"*]
(ll)8,

I

( l8)

Irp

What kinds of sluicing should such structures support? The small clause complement of
f ir;;i 

'

be rs an argurnent domainr.and the clause W{rich immediately contains it should be elidable

as long as there is an appropriate antecedent of the form required by the Isomorphism

Condition of (6). But elements moved out.of Tq are not targeted for elision and are not
tit{;i' "-.' ai

under the jurisdiction of (6); as we gfiW earlier, this is how there can be fsprouting'':ti That
'.'i t"

being so, if the predicative xp of (l7a) moves out of the clause which is to be elided, only
:.;'i: 

A

the constituent Srh.ieh remains (the subject pq) will be required to have a counterpart in the
.-i'

discourse context. What we expect then,is that there should be instances of sluicing in
At

which an antecedent is readily identifiable but consists only of a nominal. The

interpretation of the sluice, however, should imply the presence of a copula in the ellipsis

site, with its associated functional superstructure. The fn-phrase of the sluice should

supply the predicate for the small clause and the antecedent nominal should correspond to

its subject.

Cases of this type are in fact 
"o*rnoryfut 

least 23 instances are attested in the

annotated dataset already referred to. A representative sample is given in (18) and (19).

a. E Bradley said that he has not shut the door to [a presidential race], though he

would not say when lllult tr::r: id*:l:irrrl rur"',.: \i{ tt>:rt t;t:l. 11764981

b. The doctors anticipate [a full recoveryl for me, but they really don't know when

0P

c-

ffi
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f ll:;it :"t:i:r:i.r't! l{{)f.},\l ir:iil l. U6l

He averaged nearly 30 points a game, and the compensation was all right: [a

salaryl somewhere in the $35.000 to $90,00 range- he won't say how much

f tlr*t r;li;il",v u,,i."i }-aplus expenses, the use of a car and a house. t84065]

d. The Forest Service eventually agreed to the proposal, and Wood came up with

[a site] that seemed acceptable to the tribes. He won't reveal exactly where iiir;ri

)Itr' I5 {, except to say that the location is easy to protect from pot hunters.

17l

C

u7 3s081

;,

The examples in (19) represent a notable subgroup of the general type. Herefthe ellipsis

site expresses an existential proposition; again, the only structur.e shared by the ellipsis

site and the antecedent context is a nominal;an indefinite F$ott serves as the pivot of the

i,)
existential in the elided clause. Among the clearer examples are those in (19);

( te)" a. ,' [A cut] appears almost certain this year; the question is how soon i t 1t,.'itl:
I'

{tsr

ilr rll,rl Ili: ;i ,,rul l, and by how much l'f lll','91"i \{{}ll,\i. }:,Ir il ilttti. U5811]

Even the most conservative voices in the state seem resigned to the prospect of

[a long costly court battle.l. To what end i:ti i]),",1 ] i-{}itt}: lii: ,r lr'i:* iilll}! r'ffirr{

he* l* l? t1350561

These are the copular fnontisomorphicf sluices of recent discussions. They have come to

prominence, in particular, in the long-running effort to assess apparent exceptions to
{( 1.

Merchant's (2001) 'Preposition Stranding Generalization' and more recently in work
i irr{

phieh arguf that the apparent island-amnestying property of sluicing is an illusion

(Erteschik 1973, Rodrigues, Nevins, and Vicente2006,.van Craenenbroeck 2010b,
;-.f {.

Gribanova 2013, Barros 2014, Barros, Elliott, and Thoms 2014).ltr uis Vicente (2019; 4.1)

provides a lucid overview of the phenomenon and the issues that it raises, the burden of

b.

f,

T& f

{
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i.:

which is that it is unclear how such cases can be assimilated to what he calls f isomorphic
*

sluicingflf sluicing of the more familiar type, in which the relation between elided

material and the form of the antecedent seems more transparent. In fact, as a reviewer

emphasizes, such copular sources have been problematic for years for any theory of
, ri

ellipsis identity \isFielf, includes a syntactic component. Under the account developed here,

however, the existence of these cases is expected rather than anomalous. The elided

clauses in (18) and (19) will have the pre-elision and preimovement structures shown
, ..,

schematically in (20) and (21)respectivelyi

(20

o.-

(2

) a. ,.[rp r be [sc that presidential race [pp when ]ll
..'.,.

b. [rp T be [sc that recovery ['when ]ll
\.'

c. [1p T be lsc that salary I how much ]ll

d. [rp T be [sc that site I where ]ll

I ) 'n' [1p r be [sc a cut I how soon ]]]
\df

The relevant argument domain in each case is the small clause complement of be. But in

all such cases, the predicate of the small clause has been raised by yn-movement out of
tii *i

the rp {ryhieh is to be elided and it is therefore exempt from any identity or parallelism
-:;'i

."rrO.rn.nts. The subject of the small clause must meet those requirements, though, and

in the examples of (18) and (19) it does so in virtue of its relation with the nominal

antecedent.

It is worth attending closely to how the requirements in (6) are satisfied in such cases,

since they rely on some details whose importance may not be obvious at first blush. Let us

consider (20a), which has the structure in (22) after movement. We have noted that

because the gg containing the ffr--fhrase has moved outside the;;P, it is exempt from

identity requirements. This leaves only the D! in the argument domain, and hence the
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heads tn ,ff as indicated.

a

(22) [pp when ] C [p T be [sc that presidential race /]l

The coresponding yp in the antecedent for this argument domain is simply the DP

marked,below: ,

(23) he has not shut the door to [1;p a presidential racel

With this.ry, the heads tn.ff have matches in the antecedent, satisfying both lexical and

structural identity (the determiners a and that correspond despite being lexically
t.,. li .'

non+identical, a fact that follows from indexation conditions; see F*t 6 for discussion).
' iiJ,' 

'
However, note that this argument rests crucially on Matushansky'slclaim that small

clauses are not in fact headed by a null functional head pneo. Were such a head to exist,

the structure of the elided would be the following

,ff - { that, presidential, race }

when l C [rp T be [pnEDp [that presidential race] [p RED / lll(24)

= {that, presidential, race,.PRED }

But there is no counterpart to B$Eo in the antecedent (23), which conspicuously lacks the

predicational conditions that motivate PRED. Thus, we would expect examples like like tii: 
'

(18) and Fnd (19) to be impossible, as they would have no way of satisfying the lexical

u identity clause of the isomorphism condition in (6). The existence of these examples is,

then, an additional argument for the position Matushansky advocates.

There is, however, a potential iresidue' of pREp in (ZD;,namely
a' \ , t

node itself. A classical graph isomorphism constraint would require an argument domain

d'*
l*

the small clause SC

Prs*{ fl

and its YP counterpart in the antecedent to be identical, with each node n in the algument

&

I{r
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domain possessing a counterpart m(n) in yp. Since S! comprises the argument domain,

under a graph isomorphism conditioni'it would be subject to this matching requirement.

But for the cases in (20), unlike the previous instances where the antecedent was a small

clause, the !g node does lolhave a match in the antecedent, and ellipsis should therefore
lr, t'!..

not be licensed. Rudin'stcondition, however, requires (lexical) identity only for the heads

in the argument domain, correctly excluding the SC node from consideration)ts

However, the structure in (22\ is still problematic under Rudin's account when it comes

to computing structural identity. To appreciate this, consider (25), a more articulated

representation of the argument domain found in (22it,

Informally speaking, the structural identity condition simply requires that the items in

the elided clause's argument domain and its correspondent yP in the antecedent be

arranged identically. For structures without.or.-.nithere are many equivalent ways of

formalizing that constraint. In a classical graph isomorphism constraint, the requirement

would be that for any two nodes \ and n2inthe argument domain connected by an edge

in the tree, nt(n1) and m(n2) are likewise connected by an edge. Rudin's own formulation

l@sl

(es ) SC

DP PP

I

ID

I

NP

I

N'

AP

I

A

I

N

I

race

presidential

d
I

e) that

I

f
ft

I

L
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rri ii$)
in terms of domination chains, providedfegler* for argument domains, is the transitive

closure of that condition (since edges in a constituent tree simply reflect the immediate

domination relation)fl

(26) ',.1 Ellipsis of a rp is licensed only if it contains an argument domain xP such that

there is a phrase 
.Y.r 

in the discourse context, such that for each head x targeted

for elision within {P, there is a head y in Ye, x and y are tokens of the same

lexical item and are dominated within _{r and YP by identical series of

immediately dominating heads.

Looking at (25), Rudin's condition means that the antecedent should, for example, contain

a token of presidentialwith the domination chain that starts with AP and ends with an sc

node. That is, because the sc is the argument domain, an sc node dominates all heads in

the argument domain, and hence an sc node should also dominate all the heads in the rlp

in vp. As there is no such dominating node in the antecedent, elision should be blocked

because of a lack of structural identity.

In contrast, the structural identity condition in (6) does not require us to consider the sc

node. Instead, like Rudin's own lexical identity condition, it is formulated solely in terms

of the heads in 5r. Thus, the requirement is that, for any pair of heads a and b in .ff that

are targeted for elision, the path between a and b be mirrored in the antecedent fP. In

(22), this means that we are looking at the paths betwe en that, presidentia'l,und, ,nrr. None

of the paths between these nodes traverse the topmost5c node, and all of them are

identical in the corresponding P3 in the antecedent -vp. Crucially, paths that traverse the

sc node would only be relevant if the argument domain contained material outside of the

pe, which is not the case. And so the structural identity condition in (6) is met, predicting

the well-tbrmedness of the structures in (20):'|..!
/6V

o-
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This much, of course, does not provide a full understanding of the phenomenon of
t1

('non+isomorphicf sluicing. Attention must now focus on how such cases meet pragmatic

requirements and how they show the particular range of interpretive possibilities that they

do. But the strength of the proposal defended here is that it provr$gg, p framework in which
tiicrtrg jri ;" " :

commonplace examples likef 18) and (19) no longer seem szi generis and no longer

deserve to be called lnoniisomorphii*;1Rather, they take their place as one natural part of a

well-defi ned typological landscape$

6 Conclusion

il'rtit:t
We have been concerned in this p,aptEr with a long-standingpuzzle concerning the role of

syntax in licensing sluicing in English. The puzzle is that strict matching with an

antecedent seems to be required fbr argument structure properties of the elided clause,

while mismatches with the antecedent are easily tolerated in other aspects of clause

structure (polarity, tense, modality, finiteness). We have provided new kinds of evidence

for Rudin's (2019) solution to this puzzle, according to which formal matching is required
'l. 

. r tltg"t
only forfitlat subdomain of the clause W€tr is concerned with the expression of argument

structure. Properties of the elided clause expressed outside that domain are subject to no

such requirement and are free to diverge from those of the antecedent to the extent

permitted by pragmatic and semantic calculations. Syntax leaves the matter open.

The new kinds of evidence we have brought to 1n a new understanding
.,

of the relatively small domain
.,'

in which formal isomorphism is enforced, one which is
dc.

r'oredicativeA'

theory

The overall account Whibh thefi emerges is in the tradition of so-called 'two-tier"

approaches to the general problem of ellipsis licensing and resolution. Within this

cross-categorial and which corresponds closely to the intuitive notion of a
., .l 

.t:

corel or the 'complete functional complexJ familiar from work in binding
..it,t.

*)
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tradition, a condition of syntactic isomorphism acts to restrict the space of ellipses Which -,: ,:
. |,.|)

are allowable on purely pragmatic grounds (see, for instance3fTancredi 1992, Rooth 1992| : . .i
i\-

il0*13; Heim lggT b 9). In his initial presentation of the idea, Rooth emphasizes that the

two conditions, being distinct, may have different domains of application, arguing in
.^r ,:'l

particular that for yr-ellipsis in English the condition ivhich assesses pragmatic

appropriateness has access to a more inclusive domain than,that tvhioh is inspected by the
IJr:rI

condition of syntactic isomorphism. This is also the picture *Fl, emerges from our

discussion of sluicing.

Such theories are open to the charge that they are insufficiently parsimonious (why two

conditions rather than one?). In addition, the technical devices that must be appealed to in

,/ defining the isomorphism condition are elaborate enough that sfiepticism about them is
l"t ^

clearly in order. There are also real concerns about the extreme non+locality of the

interaction between ellipsis site and antecedent: syntactic interactions do not in general

span such distances.

We entirely recognize the force of such concerns. But to develop more parsimonious

alternatives, we must first understand what work the existing proposals do and what

descriptive responsibilities an alternative or successor theory will inherit. If something 
.

along the lines of (6) survives such scrutiny, then an interesting research path opens ouyi

what is it about the eventive core of a clause (Ramchand's (2008) iFirst Phase Syntax;)

that makes it privileged, how should it be represented, and why should ellipsis (along

with, perhaps, binding theory) be particularly concerned with it?

I
I

{

kr
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This papet grows out of the work of the Santa Cruz Ellipsis Project, which was funded by

the Academic Senate of UC Santa Cruz, The Humanities Institute of UC Santa Cruz, and

the National Science Foundation via Award Number 1451819: The Intplicit Content of

Sluicing (.gl Pranav Anand, co-.Hls Daniel Hardt and James McCloskey). We thank our

undergraduate research assistants (especially Rachelle Boyson, Mansi Desai, Chelsea

Miller, Lydia Werthen, and Anissa Zaitsu) for their crucial contributions. We are grateful

to Sandy Chung, Margaret Kroll, and Deniz Rudin for advice and comments and to three

reviewers and the !i'.oiLr,;ir.u*pt or. work greatly improved ourpapert ,r i r, - .

;. rl In citing examples, we often indicate the apparent antecedent by way o[ 
1"f_uare 

brackets

and we identify elided content by way of square brackets anO JgrayEa-out'fontl Examples

cited from the annotated dataset described in Anand, Hardt, ana UcCtJs key 2021 (such as

(la)) are tagged with a unique numerical identifier. See tt atffi for further detail on the

source of such examples and further information about the methodology used in their

collection and annotation.

J;- rJii:.

fl.2 They also pose obvious difficulties for a condition fuHieh demands strict semantic identity,
I

calculated at the rpllret, between the elided constituent and an antecedent. [f, however,-;#
the clause an employee:... noticed lights still on presupposes there were lights still on,

then the local context update triggered by the first conjunct of (1a) will entail that there

were lights still on. In that circumstance, examples of the general form in (1) meet the

pragmatic condition on the licensing of sluicing developed by Kroll (2019) in her study of

Folarily-igversal under sluicing (a rg a may be elided if and only if the existential closure,',-,1, ., i ' !i,;t.' ,,..,:'..,,' of [o] expresses a proposition ]vhic{is maximally salient and Whieh is entailed by the

:t,,

(s)-
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local discourse context). It is less clear, however, that an equivalent presupposition holds

of the causative cases involving make and have as selectors of the crucial small clause.

In a closely related observation, an anonymous reviewer suggests that the relation

between antecedent and elided content for cases such as (1) might be viewed in terms of

the relation of Strawson entailment, as defined by von Fintel (1999).

All of these questions merit close study. Howeven since our focus here is on a claimed-t'

formal, or syntactic, constraint on sluicing, rather than on semanticlpragmatic constraints

on elided content, we will not pursue them further here.

S 3 Example (3d) is a slightly adjusted version of an example from the annotated dataset

already ref'erred to.i'example I 15760.

* 4. A reviewer observes that the large majority of instances of substantive mismatches in

sluicing seem to involve adjunct \-{ri-phrases (why and, how especially). Assessing the

significance of this possibility is complicated by the fact that adjunct sluices, especially

w/zy-sluices, are overwhelmingly more frequent than other types quite generally (see
j.

Anand, Hardt, and McCloskey 2021f 
. 

e75, especially,[able l, for evidence and

discussion). Degree sluices introduced by ltow,like that in (3e), represent the second most

common type after wlry-sluices. It is not obvious, then, that adjunct WA-phrases are

,'\
over;r€presented among well-formed examples involving substantive mismatch.

th *f' 5, One might avoid the text conclusion by claiming that the instance of c which licenses

sluicing may directly select small clause complements. This is of course technically

possible. But, as stressed by Yoshida (2010) in a related but distinct context, such

proposals give up on the central commitment of the compose-then-delete family of
. l.ri

analyses,- that elided structures are composed and interpreted in the same way as

,{n
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pronounced structures. The core problems are also untouched on this approachl what is

the source of tense and modality in the elided clause? Syntactic issues also arise: if the

case_-licensing of subject nominals depends on elements of the extended clausal projection

(finite f, ruy), it is unclear how subject wH-phrases would be Case-licensed in their

absence.

One might also resist the text conclusion by holding that all of the small clauses in

and (I) have fully articulated, but necessarily silent, extended projections. The plausibility
l

or implausibility of such a line of analysis is probably different for the different kinds of

embedding predicates (more plausible for absolutive with, say, than for others). But the

general approach risks giving up the important analytical and theoretical gains won by

reduced-complement analyses of causative and perception constructions in particular

(among many others, see Folli and Harley 2007 and Wurmbrand 2003). Such a response

would in addition leave untouched the data concerning allowed mismatches in the

inflectional domaini-legal mismatches (formal and interpretive) in polarity, tense, and

modality.

,. 6 See Chung and McCloskey 198 7 , for instance,

See also Svenonius 1994, Heycock and Kroch

and Citko 20LL for a perceptive overview.

L999, Bowers 2001, den Dikken 2006,

"f
J.

(p)
5

.l

Citko 2008 and 2003

i

;, 7 The understanding presented in (4) is very close to the notion of tentence radicai from

Krifka 1989, 90. See also Langacker's (1974) 'eventive core'.

i'. 8 A non-innocent simptification in (6) is that it entirely sets aside one of the most disturbing

provisions found in all such proposals: the clause 
"ft€h 

allows any two elements paired in

an anaphoric linkage to count as counterparts-{o allow, that is, for what Fiengo and May
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rt ))

9

(1994) call i.vehicle changd effects. Rudin (2019) is not so lax.

In his analysis of sluicing to implicit verbal arguments, Bruening (2021) modifies identity

calculations for sluicing to consider maximal projections, not heads. We briefly discuss

differences between that approach and the present one in footnote 13.

v

f'l luo Wtren the argument domain of the lower extended projection is calculated, the selecting

verb have cannot be included because have and the head of the small clause are in
t

different extended projections. Of coursei one can
f''

..,i 
,. , ,t,' -.

also calculate the argument domain of

the higher extended projection, the one $&ibh terminates with causative have. [t is
f.

the
th at

availability of this possibility ppieh allows tor cases like (ih

r&" i) ;' They had us read all of Ulysses; I have no idea why.

in which the ellipsis site includes an occurrence of causative have and it, along with its

argument domain, is matched in the antecedent.

'"- 
l1 Lower occuffences of moved phrases will be eliminated by the mechanisms Which ' '

fi,

\#

regulate nori+pronunciation of lower occurrences in general. For a more detailed
;

269-70.
li r'

r,l
discussion of how (6) does its work here, see Rudin 2019 ! 258 and

::. 12 [f the preposition is not marked for elision - in virtue, say,is; being, in some sense,

focus-marked - the account in (6) is compatible with analyses (such as that in Ross 1969)

in which the stranded preposition survives elision in place.

, 13 Bruening's (2021) important peeent study of implicit arguments and their interaction with

\
\
1

*T "\
t

f
I

I
I
I

J

d
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sluicing also assumes a syntactic condition like that in (6). It too assumes that implicit

arguments do not appear in syntactic representations. It also assumes, however, that
'i:.",'

implicit arguments involve the presence of syntactic heads.- heads tr|,ich adjoin to the

lexical verb and have an important role in both the licensing and the interpretation of

implicit arguments (determining, for instance, whether they are interpreted as

narrow-scope

incompatibl.S given the head-based definition of
1'

isomorphisrn in (6), the well-formedness of examples such as ( IZa) and many

indefinites or as definite-like, in the sense explored by Fillmore (1986)).

postulation of such heads is

0rt8$r

*-*"*:\

simila{since the crucial licensing head will appear in the antecedent but not in the

ellipsis$ite. For this reason, Bruening proposes to restrict identity calculation to maximal,t
projections, arguing that, for example, active-passive mismatches involve the lack of a

correspondent for a PassP phrase.
,'

Ultimately, these issues have less to do with how sluicing is computed than with how
A

implicit arguments are to be analyzedf,an important topic, but well beyond the scope of
611i;irr1

the present ffpr*, We note, though, that the general approach advocated here is not

incompatible with fruenin{s system for implicit arguments. While we have assumed that

predicates with and without implicit arguments are token-identical, to be in conformity

with Bruening's syntax for implicit arguments, we could define .tr of (6) to ignore heads lii,r:

lvhieh do not project (namely, those heads that license implicit arguments).

p' to. n reviewer suggests that some examples of the type we discuss here could be analyzed as

r'\ r') {'
"non+isomorphici copular sluices of the kind we discuss in lho section]v*riehfollowst

So.t u, analysis, however, is not avaitable for the cases in (13) and (14), none of which
:i tr-

have paraphrases in terms of it be.6r"n express what the sluice in fact.*pr"rr"$

(i) r

(ii),
(i)" ia., *... and if so what form it should/might be,-l
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I

I
I

L

b. *... but I couldn't say what date it was.

c. *. . . Decker won't say which firm it was

b. *

*

t-'-t,
t

| (iii) a. He[,:
Irr I

;l' I : !' i b.i tHe
t

. . . What group was it?

. . . what surface it was.

. . . What period is it?

(ii) {<

c

Appeal to possible cleft sources for the well-formed examples in (13) and (14) is not a

useful analytic move here, since such sources are also available for the examples lvhich j,,.,'

originally motivated Chung's Generalization, but they are not repaired by the availability

of this ,oor..[

is very proud, but I don't know what iii i',", iri;it, i'i,..: i::: 't';ii',1'l'ii'iiitri ,.ii' 
i

is very proud, but I don't know what.

The crucial contrast between argument-marking prepositions and adjunct-marking

prepositions persists.

n
iI ls-Appeal to the small clause structures of (25) may nevertheless seem excessively elaborate

here. One might maintain instead that in such cases the .P_f of the elided clauses of (25b)

and (25c) is itself the argument domain of the clause and that in such cases the

isomorphism requirement is satisfied in virtue of its relation with the overt op in the

antecedent context. Assessing the viability of this alternative will involve assessing

': ''

whether the ibare P,rf analysis of existentials is appropriate for such cases and the related
(:

but independent question of whether or not DP can ever, by itself, constitute an [argument

domairilr.t

.i

w
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i3 16 A further prediction is that there should be examples in which the subject of the small

clause is extracted and in which only the predicate must be matched under ellipsis.

Stockwell (2021) argues that such cases are in fact attested, though they are admittedly

difficult to find and to construct.

' tk tti
lr,' 17 Among the issues that remain is how we should treat sluices Wh-ich derive from clefts, on

which see Rosen 1976, Merchant 2001, van Craenenbroeck 2010a, and Barros 2014.The

general scheme defended here will incorporate such cases if the focused phrase and the

p-n-clause together form a small clause, as seems entirely plausible on independent

grounds (the sequence of focused phrase and 1V--u-clause is a constituent and a

complement of. be; the f*n-clause is standardly analyzed as being predicated of the

focused phrase). Extending the definition of 
'argpl-e!Ld9:L4i-qi''in 

(4) to include such
rii ;t ;

cases will be a challenging and interesting project and one which surely needs to be

undertaken for reasons Ehesesd entirely independent of ellipsis.
.il /r i

A remaining mystery concerns cases of Iignorance| or rindiffe.er"d; sluices with
' :.'

disjunctive antecedents (among many other$ see AnderBois 201l+*nderBoid 2014,

Barros 20 14, and Fusco 2019), which
."i i-' ,l'
{,\ t :t,.

Feruaifl as recalcitrant on this view as they always
'1,


